With police force

South Bend begins new system

By GIGI GOLTIZ
News Staff

Since the police department's move into the new Public Safety Building last year, a majority of students reside. The sector will be located at 420 N. Franches.

The second sector is the West side, which will have a sub-station at 1618 S. Main. Each sub-station is in the core of the system, which Thompson said will give the community a feeling of closeness to their police. This will also offer the community a willingness for their police to 'move in with the neighborhood, when both the good and the bad of their neighborhood,' Thompson said.

Each sector will have the staff that is needed for that area. N.E. sector has more problems at a certain time then that particular sector will be more heavily staffed. By establishing this structure, the program can provide additional manpower and also have the option to put undercover detectives back in uniform if necessary.

See COP, page 4

Energy
Education cuts
likely from Reagan

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan has proposed that the departments of Education and Energy be eliminated next year in restructuring a controversial plan to delay for three years the cost of living raises for Social Security recipients, administration sources said last night.

The sources, who asked not to be identified, said Reagan is going to announce the proposals early next week as part of his latest blueprint for making additional cuts in the 1982 budget, which begins Oct. 1. The administration also has signaled Congress that Reagan would not be opposed to raising the House and Senate voted to reduce its deficit such as $2 billion, although not necessarily that high. Interest rates were driving the budget to $35 billion, well beyond the $42.5 billion target set by Reagan. Reagan pledged repeatedly during his campaign and after taking office that he would save at least $3.8 billion in 1982, but the refusal to draw so much political fire in Congress that they have lain dormant ever since.

Sources said Reagan has decided to propose a new major Social Security proposal in the federal spending bill and beginning of the annual cost-of-living increase to monthly benefits from July, 1982 until July, 1983. Last spring, the president proposed cutting Social Security and Energy department travel to other cities, such as New York, for six months to each city for six months. Each sub-station is in the core of the sector, which Thompson said will give the community a feeling of closeness to their police. This will also offer the community a willingness for their police to 'move in with the neighborhood, when both the good and the bad of their neighborhood,' Thompson said.

Each sector will have the staff that is needed for that area. N.E. sector has more problems at a certain time then that particular sector will be more heavily staffed. By establishing this structure, the program can provide additional manpower and also have the option to put undercover detectives back in uniform if necessary.

See COP, page 4

Professional help

Psychological services offer aid

By KATHLEEN DOYLE
News Staff

Students seeking help with any problem or concern that might require professional help now have aid to turn to the Student Psycholog- ical Services Center located on the third floor of the Student Health Center.

Each year about 5 percent of the student population goes to the center for confidential individual therapy.

According to Dr. Michael Mood, director of the Center, the Center's first responsibility is to work with students individually. "In individual therapy we work with the student to help him develop a sense of personal growth," he said. "We work to relieve emotional pressure."

THURSDAY
FOCUS

The professional staff of the Center includes clinical psychologi- cal assistants, an alcohol counselor, and a consultant psychiatrist.

Each week meet with a student, Michael Mood, Ph.D., Peggy Cremo, S.W., Wayne Pellegrini, Ph.D., Daniel Rybicki, Psy.D., Susan Stiles, Ph.D., and A.H. Utzri, M.D. Although the Center will sponsor a program that focuses on people with eating disorders such as anorexia nervosa. This program, under the direction of Dr. Rybicki, is called "P.I.E. (Problems In Eating)," will begin in early October. The workshop will continue on a weekly basis.

Rybicki will also hold a workshop for graduate stu- dents. "Coping with graduate school," is a survival workshop intended to help married couples, returning students and all other graduate students. This program begins Saturday, October 10. "S.O.A. P." (Students on Al- cohol Problems) is another out-
Democrats tighten Party control

The House Democratic Caucus yesterday extended an "amnesty" to renegade colleagues who voted for President Reagan’s tax and budget cuts, but leaders said they’ll exercise tighter party discipline in the future. The move came as Democrats in both House and Senate sought to resolve their internal differences and come up with a united front against Republicans in time for the 1982 elections.

"Nobody is going to be punished -- nobody is going to be asked to leave the party," said House Majority Leader Jim Wright, D-Texas, after the closed-door session. But Wright added that in the future, only those taking the party line on major issues will be guaranteed assignments in the Democratic-run chamber. The leadership’s Steering and Policy Committee will designate the issues, Wright suggested. Of the occasionally stormy, three-hour session, House Speaker Thomas O’Neill, D-Mass., said, "It wasn’t exactly a love feast, but we reached an understanding." -- AP

Communists attack Solidarity

The ruling Communist Party Politburo, in its strongest attack yet on Solidarity, warned yesterday of a possibility of bloodshed and declared it would use all means necessary to prevent the independent union from taking political power in Poland. The party said Solidarity, at its first national congress last week, had embarked on a course of "building an opposition political organization which openly set itself the goal of changing the political system of Poland." The congress called for free elections, a national referendum on workers’ reforms and sent a message of support to free trade union organizers elsewhere in the East bloc.

The message of support brought a furious response from the Soviet Union and other East bloc news media, which have repeatedly criticized the Polish government and the country’s year-long series of labor and social reforms. The Politburo accused the entire union of abandoning workers’ interests and embracing those of "opposition and counter-revolutionary groups," such as KOR, the dissident Committee for Social Self-Defense and the anti-Communist Confederation of Independent Poland -- AP

Director sets up office

Sr. Evelyn Booms has been appointed Director of the Office of Handicapped Student Affairs of Notre Dame, announced Rev. John L. Van Wolferen, vice president for student affairs. Sr. Evelyn, the rector of the Pasquerilla East women’s dormitory, has temporarily established headquarters in the rector’s office of Pasquerilla East (rm. 636) with office hours from 12:30 to 2:00 p.m. Tuesdays and Thursdays. The office phone number is 283-7280. The advantages of Pasquerilla East as the temporary location for the office are, according to Sr. Evelyn, are its proximity to the library and the accessibility of the new building’s ramps and elevators afforded to disabled persons. Aside from her presence in the office on Tuesdays and Thursdays, Sr. Evelyn intends to visit as many disabled students as possible "to learn from them how we can best serve them."

Before becoming rector of Pasquerilla East, Sr. Evelyn was Superintendent of Schools for the Archdiocese of Santa Fe. -- The Observer

Visas denied to Cubans

The Reagan administration denied visas to four top Cuban officials invited to a trade seminar because of Cuba’s military involvement in Africa and elsewhere, the State Department said yesterday. Coming 24 hours after one of Cuban President Fidel Castro’s most stridently anti-American speeches in years, the decision demonstrates the accelerating deterioration in relations between the two countries. State Department spokesman Dean Fischak said the Immigration and Naturalization Act permits the executive branch to deny visas to aliens on foreign policy grounds. He cited U.S. opposition to Cuban intervention in Central America, Africa and elsewhere as reasons for the denial. The identities of the Cuban visa applicants were not known although published reports have said two of them were the vice minister of foreign affairs and a senior adviser to the president.

The Reagan administration denied visas to four top Cuban officials invited to a trade seminar because of Cuba’s military involvement in Africa and elsewhere, the State Department said yesterday. Coming 24 hours after one of Cuban President Fidel Castro’s most stridently anti-American speeches in years, the decision demonstrates the accelerating deterioration in relations between the two countries. State Department spokesman Dean Fischak said the Immigration and Naturalization Act permits the executive branch to deny visas to aliens on foreign policy grounds. He cited U.S. opposition to Cuban intervention in Central America, Africa and elsewhere as reasons for the denial. The identities of the Cuban visa applicants were not known although published reports have said two of them were the vice minister of foreign affairs and a senior adviser to the president.

OFF TO THE BLOCKADE

Anti-nuclear power plant demonstrators leave the encampment area in a car train of vehicles as fellow demonstrators cheer them on to the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant blockade.

The National Guard is called out to help Diablo Canyon nuclear power plant workers during the blockade of the plant.

AWAITING BLOCKADE:
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Mastercard Visa Sears
College Credit Card Program

An unlimited terms - over 90% accepted
established your credit

WHEN: Wednesdays, Thursdays
LaForte 11-1 pm
dining halls 4:30-6:30 pm
sponsored by the finance club (3657)
German terrorists continue attacks on U.S. bases

FRANKFURT, W. Germany (AP) — Two timebombs planted by terrorists were found and defused yesterday outside Rhein-Main Air Base, a main transit point for the 240,000 American troops in Europe. Meanwhile, West Germany's most feared terrorists took responsibility for trying to kill the U.S. Army's European commander.

The planting of the explosives was the fifth incident aimed at Americans in West Germany in three weeks, and was presumed to be part of the terrorist Red Army Faction's self-proclaimed war "against the American military machine."

In the latest episode, American soldiers found two fire extinguishers containing explosives and equipped with timers on a railroad freight spur less than half a mile from Rhein-Main.

See BOMBS, page 4.
Holy Cross Fathers
Vocation Counseling

How do I know if I have a vocation to the priesthood?

Vocation counselor Peggy Crown helps students deal with alcohol abuse by utilizing a peer counseling approach. This group meets on Thursdays at 6 p.m.

What is the academic and formation program for becoming a priest?

The Center also sponsors "Al-Anon," a group for children and relatives of alcoholics. This group meets on Wednesdays at 6 p.m.

What are the various apostolic ministries of the Holy Cross priests?

"We are bound to confidentiality by our legal and ethical code," Rybicki said. "Therapy requires trust."

Are you considering becoming a Catholic?

Are you waiting for the right moment to become baptized?

Perhaps the moment is now.

For more information, contact the Office of Campus Ministry, ext. 4392 (Badin) 6536

Training Sessions for the Undergraduate Schools Committee members will be held Tuesday - Thursday, September 15-17 in the Library Auditorium 7-8 p.m.

Veteran members welcome!

RIVER CITY RECORDS
Northern Indiana's Largest Selection of Albums & Tapes. Why pay more any place else?

$1.00 OFF!
Any regular record or tape with ad. Limit 1 per person. Expires Oct. 1, 1981.

50970 US 31 North
3 miles North of Campus next to Al's Supermarket
277-4242

Sun APPLIANCES
AND TELEVISION
Stereos ads as low as $1.00 a day
TV Rentals as low as $8.00 a day

call us at Sun Appliances & Television 291-5112

...Psych

The Center does not charge for the initial session of individual therapy. After the first session, the fee is set between $3 and $12, depending on the student's financial situation. However, no student will be denied help if he cannot afford to pay the fee. Students wishing to make an appointment should call 283-7336.

...COP

A "Women's Support Group" is also planned for the future, as well as an "Interpersonal Growth Group," which will work to enhance personal development.

The Psychological Services Center also offers a 24 hour Emergency Phone Service (283-7186) to deal with mental health crises. If necessary, a member of the staff can respond to a crisis within 1/2 hour.

The staff emphasizes the fact that all contacts in the Center are strictly confidential. No information about any student is released without the individual's expressed written permission.
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Reagan economic "panic" nowhere in sight

The editorial world is up in arms over the Reagan crisis. "The panic," observes Mr. Tom Wicker of The New York Times, "is the panic of those who have followed Mr. Reagan not wisely but too well." And, Opposite, the editorial page said, "And how ungrateful it is for recent tax favors done. How unsmooth of the Republican debates to come. Sucks! It's all very silly, of course, but understandable. After passing the largest tax and spending cuts in history a month ago, the Republicans were popping with pride and already counting next year's election victories. But the prospect of ever-larger budget deficits could not be hidden from investors. Now, with the financial markets depressed, inflationary expectations will rise and interest rates threatening recession, the president is in trouble with panic.

Well, well. The record of the Reagan administration has yet to be made, and there are certainly visible pitfalls ahead. But the record of The New York Times about how to go about economic reform is, unfortunately, very much a matter of public record.


And the next? "Remember all the clamor for the cut in the capital gains tax last year? Its sponsors insisted a reduction would send investors rushing to risk their money on new business plants and equipment, stimulate the stock market and promote economic recovery. Despite widespread skepticism, their logic prevailed and the tax on capital gains—the profit for long-term investment—was reduced from 50 to 40 percent. "Well, it didn't work. The proportion of America's resources devoted to investment has not increased during 1979, and it is expected to decline in the coming recession. Contrary to the predictions about venture capital flowing to new and riskier businesses, there has been no increase in the number of newly incorporated firms. No one knows whether extra capital is flowing into small businesses, but even if there is, there is no sign that these businesses are expanding plant and equipment."

That was almost two years ago. We now have the figures. Remember that small firms (under 500 employees) provided 66 percent of all new jobs. Indeed, 81.5 percent of all new jobs are created by firms with 100 or fewer employees. 1977 (under the old law) $42.6 million in equity capital raised by small companies. Number of companies that went public: 13. 1979 (new law): $183 million; 46 public offerings. 1980: $821 million; 135 public offerings. 1981 (annualized): $2.2 billion; 348 public offerings.

Let us hope that the critics of the 1981 tax reductions prove as incompetent as the critics of the 1978 tax cut.

Still, keep your eyes on the central facts: 1) The great Reagan budget cut was only about five percent of the budget. That is good as a trend—but only if it is to be a trend. 2) The tax cut, at $80 billion, is less than the tax increase would have been through inflation. 3) The sum of No. 1 and No. 2 above sounds good in terms of percentages, but this isn't enough. The market is the best judge of the situation.

"Let us hope that the critics of the 1981 tax reduction prove as incompetent as the critics of the 1978 tax cut."
Paul Kosidowski, Here is a card wasn't sure if going to Mexico cannot reveal the effort put into way.
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BUSCH. The official beer of The Charlie Daniels Band.
Soccer team remains unbeaten

The 17th-ranked Notre Dame soccer team hiked its season record to 5-0-2 yesterday with a 8-0 shutout of Valparaiso. It was the fourth shutout in five games for the Irish, who now lead the nation in goals scored. Notre Dame was led by forward Mario Mauta with three goals, sophomore Joe Celerek and senior Bob Horak -- 14, the defending champ. - The Observer

SMC field hockey to organize

There will be an organizational meeting for the Saint Mary's field hockey team on Tuesday at 5 p.m. in the Angela Athletic Facility. All are invited to attend but you should come dressed to play. For more information, call Cindy at 1535. -- The Observer

Peters leads Notre Dame Open

Craig Peters leads after two rounds of the annual Notre Dame Open golf tournament with a three-under-par 139 (70-69). Notre Dame golf coach Noel O'Sullivan says this is the best field in the history of the nine-year event. Rounding out the top five were sophomore Frank Leyes -- 141, junior Tom Scully -- 144, sophomore Joe Celerek and senior Bob Horak -- 144, the defending champ. - The Observer

SPORTS BRIefs
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classifieds

NOTICES

USED BOOK SHOP, HOLIDAY, SAT. SUN. & Fri. CASESPER 1203 BUCHANAN RD. NE. NICE $$$

Beddy need ride to & from UA 4 Oct. Share expenses. Call Sybil.

Improve Your Grades!
Research: catalog pages 105-278. Topics-rich 11:00, 1:00, 3:00 SAT. 10:00, 12:00, 3:00 SUN. Los Angeles, 90025. Call: 526-8757.

CILA ORIENTATION WEEKEND!! This Weekend, Sept 19-20, at Beautiful Camp Tamack. For more info or registration, stop by Volunteer Services Office at 1.5. Larousse. Don't miss it. A good time is guaranteed.

PLIANCE 291-5112

Do you HAVE EXTRA TIME IN THE AFTERNOON? WE NEED HELP WITH DINNER DELIVERY. HELP APPLY IN PERSON AT SUN APPL. TIMES 11:30-2:30, 5-9 ON WED. & THURS BETWEEN 9-10, 4 NO PHONE CALLS.

UNIVERSITY CLUB HAS OPENING FOR LUNCH/DINNER SHUCKER HOURS 11:30-2:30 Mon thru Fri. HOURLY PAY. APPLY IN PERSON 9 a.m.-5 p.m. NO PHONE CALLS.

Seeking ride to Milwaukee or Madison Wis. most any weekend, will pay expenses. Call Jim 8658.

NEED RIDE TO S.E. LOCALS. You loser SU. for October break. Call chris at 1678 anytime.

LOST/FOUND

LOST: One Quarts Seiko Watch. The round watch was lost on Sept. 5 at Cortby's or ND. I have lost my sentimental value, please offer. Call 277-4861.


FOUND: Single Key, GM or Chrysler. For Sale or Trade: 2 GA Ra. St Tix needed for Thurs. Sept 18, 19 - 7, 9:30 a.m. - 4 p.m. For Sale or Trade: Mike Scully -- 141, junior Tom Scully -- 143, sophomore Joe Celerek -- 144, freshman Mario Mauta with three goeals. Mauta is now 3-0-2 in goal scoring. Notre Dame has outscored its opponents 56-30 so far this season. -- The Observer

FOR RENT

RENT TO COLOR TV OR STERE-I APPL, PLUSH RUGS. UGLY DUCKLING RENT A CAR. From 8.50 a day and 8 cents a mile. Phone 259-8459 for reservations.

FOR SALE

One bdrm apt, furn. reasonable rent call 287-5341 after 6 p.m.

DO YOU HAVE EXTRA TIME IN THE AFTERNOON? WE NEED HELP WITH DINNER DELIVERY. HELP APPLY IN PERSON AT SUN APPL. TIMES 11:30-2:30, 5-9 ON WED. & THURS BETWEEN 9-10, 4 NO PHONE CALLS.

UNIVERSITY CLUB HAS OPENING FOR LUNCH/DINNER SHUCKER HOURS 11:30-2:30 Mon thru Fri. HOURLY PAY. APPLY IN PERSON 9 a.m.-5 p.m. NO PHONE CALLS.

SEE Shirley for details

SOCIAL CONCERNS FILM SERIES
September 15-26

ATTN LADIES: Doctors continue to tell us that frequent sex with your husband or self!...DEAD!

September 25. Mike 1181

ATTENTION LADIES! Doctors continue to tell us that frequent sex with your husband or self!...DEAD!

September 25. Mike 1181

Jeff Lindholm. Happy Birthday anyway! Cards

Don't need! I need USC and FTnns tickets. I need 2 USC tix, 2 FTnns tix. You better resort to the self!...DEAD!

Jeff Lindholm. Happy Birthday anyway! Cards

Clearances and greenbacks, $500 Holy Cross Hall-ND. Most good coach McCullough he panthers will win. Keep up the good work we are the best in the N.E. your sidekick, JVF

Jeff Lindholm. Happy Birthday anyway! Cards

Food service worker needed for shift Mon.-Fri. to work at Vice Saint Mary's College dining hall. Positions include: janitorial, kitchen clean-up, and orderly. Various hours available.

Tori, Mary Rappin. Betty

Where can you find happiness?

Charlie

Dad is walking and talking to a pretty girl, Fri. And Sat. in Ann Arbor.

Deborah
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in the conference championships,’ says Smith, which draws a look of disbelief and a quick response from McDott.

‘I expect it.’

SAILING NEWS- In last weekend’s meet at Wisconsin, the Irish finished fourth out of nine teams. Only four races were run, however, as the lack of wind blew the meet away(1). ‘One more race and we might have won the meet,’ commented club president Jerry Daus. The ‘A’ Division, led by skipper Phil Reynolds and crew Carol Silva, took first place in the meet.

... Polo

continued from page 12
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... Toran

continued from page 12

“We went on to score after Stacey’s second interception, and that turned things back in our favor.”

The two interceptions doubled Toran’s career total, and allowed Toran to concede that, overall, “I had a pretty good day.”

“I slackled off a little bit in playing the run,” Toran said, “but I played a pretty good game on pass coverage.”

Johnson, in his fifth year as a Notre Dame defensive back, wasn’t overly surprised by Toran’s big day, and expects other equally fine performances to follow from the Indianapolis native.

“There’s no doubt that that’s the best game that Stacey’s played since he’s been here,” said Johnson. ‘He’s a very aggressive ballplayer. He’s always around the ball, and when you play like that, you’re going to get a lot of interceptions.’

A standout performer in both football and basketball at Broad Ripple High School in Indianapolis, Toran came to Notre Dame as a receiver and a defensive back. Irish coaches had settled on the defensive backfield as a home for Toran because, in Johnson’s words, “we felt he could help us at defensive back right away. We didn’t have good depth back there with all our injuries (Steve Cachy, Dave Pearson, Tom Lawton, Tim Gibbons, etc.) so we felt either Toran or Chris Brown would have to help us right away. Stacey looked like the person to give us the help we were looking for.”

Toran didn’t mind moving into the permanent home his coaches had made for him. In fact, he admits that he’s always been a defensive back.

“I’d rather hit than be hit,” he says, only half jokingly. ‘Playing aggressive keeps you around the ball, and that’s always been my basic style.”

continued from page 12

... Fight

The end of the 12th round, and was behind 8-3-1 on The Observer card at that point. Hearns’ insistent left jab continually snuck inside of Leonard’s guard, and Leonard’s left eye was almost completely shut after the 12th round.

But the 13th began Hearns’ offensive side, at which point his deceptive quick hands ceased ceding off Leonard’s offensive initiatives, and the 14th is probably the best game that Leonard has ever fought. See FIGHT, page 8

THURSDAY NIGHT FILM SERIES

Saturday, September 17

Scarface United Artists 1932 (99 min.)

Produced, then suppressed, by Howard Hughes, this Howard Hawks’ film is one of the earliest and best gangster films. With cinematography by Lee Garmes, a screenplay by Ben Hecht and a cast including Paul Muni, Ann Dvorak, George Raft and Boris Karloff.

MUSEUM OF ART

7:30 pm admission $1.00 sponsored by the ND-SMC COMMUNICATION & THEATRE

INTERESTED IN MEXICO THIS SPRING SEMESTER?

1982 ONE-SEMESTER PROGRAMS

Mexico City

Universidad Iberoamericana

INFORMATION NIGHT

Library Lounge 7:30 p.m. Thursday, September 17

Offered by: Center for Experiential Learning Marcia May 1110 Memorial Library x2788

Application deadline SOON

SEE THE IRISH IN MICHIGAN, GO HERZT FROM $16.99 A DAY

These Economy Fares are Touring Rates, subject to change without notice and non-discountable. There are no minimum day and advance reservation requirements, but restrictions on when and where cars must be returned. Gas is not included. Call Hertz for details.

FROM $16.99 A DAY

\$2.00 OFF On Any 14" Pizza

25¢ Carry Out Charge With Discount Coupons

\$1.00 OFF On Any 10" Pizza

Expires Oct. 1, 1981

Limit 1 per customer

Open Sundays 4 to 10 P.M.

175 E. Jefferson, S. Bend

3724 Grape Road

Mishawaka 266-3929

Monday, Sept. 21 at 7:50 p.m.

Memorial Library Auditorium

Sponsored by the Cultural Arts Commission and Isis Gallery

Mary Miss—New York sculptor, will give an illustrated lecture of recent sculptural installations.
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audio sounds

L-96, 300 watts, 10, 3-way
reg. $790
599 PR

harmon kardon

If you are not satisfied with a 50 watts
per ch receiver, buy h k 460 I
30 watts per ch

WOW!

was 3299
now only 2499

DOLBY HX

10 DB HEAD ROOM EXTENTION FOR
HIGH FREQUENCIES GET RID OF THE
TAPE NOISE WITHOUT LOSING THOSE
CRISPY HIGHS

AT A ROCK BOTTOM PRICE
WAS 3500 now only 2479

AIWA

7-band equalizer
for your car,

featuring 20 watts per channel
with built-in fader

999

Audio Sounds handles many fine lines...

AMBER
AIWA
AUDIO CONTROL
DENON
DUAL
EPICURE
HITACHI
HARMON KARDON

INFINITY
JBL
KEF
KLH
NIKKO
OPTONICA
ROTEL
TANDBURG

AUTO SOUND

AIWA
CONCORD
FUJITSU TEN
EPI
INFINITY
JENSEN
MAGNADYNE
FOSGATE

1. We give loaners for receivers and amplifiers while we service yours.
2. We offer price protection. If any of our competition advertises lower
   price than ours in 30 days from your purchase, YOU GET THE
   DIFFERENCE BACK IN CASH!
3. We guarantee 80% trade in value within 18 months of purchase.
4. Bring us the ad of our competition and we will either give you the
   same or comparable unit for their sale price and you don’t pay the
   sales tax!
**Sports**

**Two interceptions
Stacey Toran comes of age**

**By MARK HANNUKSELA
Sports Writer**

Gerry Faust has, among others, Stacey Toran to thank for last year's victory as Notre Dame's head football coach. Sure, the Kiels and Koegels, the Crabbs and Goins, all were the workhorse in the 27-9 victory over LSU. But Stacey Toran was the game-saver.

"It's late in the first quarter. A blue-and-gold clad Irish squad have rained a wave of emotion to a 14-0 lead over an LSU team still smarting from an opening game loss. The Tigers have the ball, and are driving toward a much-needed touchdown. One that could narrow the gap to a mere seven points. Quarterback Alan Rischer drops back to pass from the Notre Dame 22-yard line. Butler's McDonald breaks open for a spilt second in the corner of the endzone. By the time Rischer reacts, a knight in blue fish-net has stationed himself in front of the unguarded Tiger, and the pass hits the hero right between the 3 and the 4. The turnover has been completed."

While the interception may have been the major key to the season and success, it was not lost on Toran's teammates, who awarded the sophomore a cornerball game ball.

The theft also had its impact on Notre Dame defensive co-coordinator and backfield coach Jim Johnson.

"That interception stopped a big third down play," said Johnson this week. "If they score, we're only up seven. That interception, frankly, would have made it an entirely different ballgame."

Alas, a hero's work is never done. The scoreboard clock reads 12:14 as LSU takes over on downs after holding Notre Dame in one yard. With their first two second-half series, the blue knight reapplies to stop a first down pass attempt. Leonard's head, and he staggered back three steps before falling into the ropes. Leonard raised his arms in triumph, but realized the task was not yet finished. "Hearn's knocked out of the ring," he said. Leonard moved in quickly, tearing with left and right hooks that usually mark the end of a fight. Thirty seconds later, it was stopped.

Besides holding the weight-light champion, Leonard also reigns supreme in the junior lightweight division. He took that title away from Ayub Kalule in a ninth-round knockout last June. In several championship bouts, Leonard has knocked out six of his opponents, losing only once, to Roberto Duran in June of last year.

The defeat was the first for the 22-year-old Hearn's, the Detroit native who had won 30 of his previous 32 fights by knockout. Leonard's strategy, first popularized by the "rope-a-dope" style of Muhammad Ali, against George Foreman in Zaire in 1974, seemed to be to lay back and let the opponent punch himself out in the early rounds. Hearn has never gone more than 13 rounds before this fight, and the 17th degree was:

**Leonard pummels Hearn's with TKO in 13th round**

**By TOM JACKMAN
Sports Writer**

After fighting a clearly losing battle for 13 rounds, Sugar Ray Leonard pummelled Thomas Hearns into battered submission at 1:16 of the 14th round last night in Las Vegas, winning by technical knockout. "It's a matter of knowing the tricks of the trade," Smith adds with a smile.

Having played water polo at his high school in California, Smith brought to Notre Dame a so-called (by teammates) player-coach of this team. Now we have some organization...just no organization."

Not quite.

"I took so much crap last year," he recalls now in humorous fashion. "The older guys on our squad have ridden a wave of extra activity that goes on underwater which the referees won't see."

"It's quite a sight sometimes when you see one of the guys go underwater for no apparent reason - at least from what you can see. That's when you know that the rules are being challenged. Of course, there are other times players will sink underwater to make the referee think that something unethical on the defensive side is being done."

"It's a matter of knowing the tricks of the trade," Smith added with a smile.

"It's a very aggressive game," continues McDivitt. "But it usually doesn't get as violent as you might imagine. It's a matter of knowing the tricks of the trade." Smith added with a smile.

"It's a very aggressive game," continues McDivitt. "But it usually doesn't get as violent as you might imagine. It's a matter of knowing the tricks of the trade." Smith added with a smile.
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He took that title away from Ayub Kalule in a ninth-round knockout last June. In several championship bouts, Leonard has knocked out six of his opponents, losing only once, to Roberto Duran in June of last year.

The defeat was the first for the 22-year-old Hearn's, the Detroit native who had won 30 of his previous 32 fights by knockout. Leonard's strategy, first popularized by the "rope-a-dope" style of Muhammad Ali, against George Foreman in Zaire in 1974, seemed to be to lay back and let the opponent punch himself out in the early rounds. Hearn has never gone more than 13 rounds before this fight, and the 17th degree was: